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Literature is in fact the most explicit record of the human spirit. It is a medium through which essence of our
living is made paramount by linking it to imaginative experiences. A creative writer must have the perception
and analytical mind of a sociologist who provides a record of human life, society and social systems existing
at that point of time. Theme of man -woman relationship seems to be of particular interest to Anita Nair. She
depicts this theme in her third novel Mistress. She concentrates on the predicament of modern woman in a
male dominated society and her destruction at the altar of marriage. These days, most marriages appear to be
unions of incompatibility than compatibility. Men are apt to be rational and women sentimental and
emotional. Their attitudes and interests are different. Naturally, they look at things in different ways and react
to situations differently. Not only is the man himself different, but also as often happens, in a society of
changing values, family ways, surroundings to which the woman is expected to adjust herself, are entirely
different. In Mistress, Anita Nair depicts the changing relationship between husband and wife in the society.
Husband â€” wife alienation resulting from lack of communication and temperamental compatibility forms the
theme of Mistress. Human relationships, man-woman relationship and analyses pre-marital, marital,
extra-marital relationships and estrangement between husband and wife. She is working as a creative director
in an advertising agency in Bengaluru formerly Bangalore. She depicts through her expression, the present
condition of women in society, with wit and humour. Story telling is an art and she does it exceptionally well.
She delves deep into human psyche and allows the reader to enjoy a wonderful journey by presenting
absorbing stories that have colourful and unique characters. Anita Nair, an eminent, leading Indian women
writer, writing in English, holds revolutionary ideas about marriage and man â€” woman relationship. In her
opinion, social consciousness of today, is leading us to the point where conditions for better growth of two
complementary components, man and woman, would be ensured by their separate and individual
development. Her main stress is on development of personality and genius, which is quite difficult to achieve.
Economic independence is incidental and not important in man â€” women relationship, what matters most is
the importance of surroundings and environment. Anita Nair has proposed a new philosophy regarding
man-woman relationship in the context of modern times. She firmly affirms that social and conventional basis
of marriage is being eroded and this would ultimately lead to a situation where marriage may not be
solemnized or performed at all. Recently the supreme court of India has recognized the right of individuals to
stay together without getting married. This is called live-in relationship. Man â€” woman may live in mutual
companionship. The relationship may be continued as long as they trust each other and as long as the basic
emotional bonding subsists. In Mistress, Anita Nair depicts the changing relationships of husband and wife in
society. Her concept of a free woman transcends the limits of economic or social freedom, but relates to her
mental and emotional attitude and wellbeing. Mistress is a grand saga of relationships. It is a book which deals
with infatuation and obsession across the gulfs of religion, marriage, legitimacy and conventions. It also deals
extensively with pre-marital and post- marital sex. Most of the affairs that develop, come with a whiff of bad
endings, like the river Nila, which rarely has enough water and symbolizes the shallowness of the life of the
main characters of Mistress. What holds the novel Mistress, on pre-marital, non-marital and extra- marital sex
is the way, the author binds it with Kathakali, a popular and rigorous dance form of Kerala. The principal
protagonist is a Kathakali artiste of international repute. The different cases of interplay between the
characters are expressed through navarasas- the nine phases of human emotion. Issues of Identity and
self-definition remain uppermost in the novel. Koman is the protagonist of Mistress. Before learning about
Koman, it is necessary to know about his parental background. Sethu, father of Koman, is a Hindu orphan,
trained as a health inspector before he moves to Nazareth, a small town. He starts work under Dr Samuel.
There is an epidemic in the village and its neighbourhood. They provide necessary help and service to the
affected population. The doctor has tremendous confidence and faith in Sethu. The doctor takes him wherever
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he goes on medical rounds. Her family is very orthodox and conservative. Women and girls are not allowed to
see any strangers except their parents, brothers and husbands: When I tell your father, he will be furious. Who
else saw her there? Tell me the truth, you lazy cow. He is confident that Dr Samuel would help him. Dr
Samuel asks him to leave immediately. Sethu is very fortunate. Whenever he is in trouble, providence comes
to his rescue. He is offered a job by James Raj, the richest man in Nazareth. After sometime, saadiya gives
birth to a male child. He tries to convince her not to perform such things on the new born baby. She is
stubborn and wants to follow every instruction that is said in the Koran. Sethu does not allow such things to be
performed on his son and asks her to leave his son and go to her parents. When he comes home, only the child
is there. In moments of extreme distress and tension such individuals cannot cope and commit mistakes or take
extreme measures that are irreversible. Daily disagreements with Sethu lead to dejection and force Saadiya to
commit suicide. Though Saadya leaves her parents house because of her love for Sethu, she cannot leave her
religion. This categorically tells us that Mind and Body are different. Body is willing but the mind unwilling.
Sister Faith, a nurse, is free and accepts to look after the child so that Sethu can get along with his life. He
makes arrangements for delivery of money every month for maintenance of the child. He migrates to Shoranur
and buys properties. He marries Devayani and has children through her. Sister Faith marries; there is none to
look after the boy, Koman. Sethu has not discussed his previous marriage or about the child with his wife
Devayani. She is disturbed by the arrival of Koman. Sethu feels that time will settle all problems. Like every
father, he wants to give his son a good education. Koman is an average student. Sethu encourages him to learn
the art of guises. His teacher, Aashan, trains him for many years to make him a good Kathakali dancer. He
receives an invitation to play Keechakan in Keechaka Vadham. People praise his performance. Sethu wants to
see that Koman has a house of his own, purchases one for him near the river Nila. Angela is a student learning
Kathakali under Aashan. She has been learning Kathakali for two years. She is here to do her dissertation
work. Her parentage is both German and Spanish. She finds him attractive. He is playful, mischievous and an
affectionate teacher. He is generous and romantic by nature. She starts desiring him. She never misses to
witness any performance given by him as it helps her research of recording as many veshams as possible. She
feels that she is not just a student of his but she is something more than that. She feels that she is part of his
being, like Ardhanareeswara, Lord Shiva having Goddess Parvati as one half of his body. Koman starts to
have an affair with Anjela. It is very difficult to restrain oneself from the amorous advances of a determined
woman. They start living together. Look at the past and learn from it. Time to learn is the time when one
wants the present to be better than the past. Any time one is unhappy in the present, it is time to learn from the
past or plan for the future: All your life has been wasted on Kathakali.
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A theory that can explain this finding from an evolutionary perspective is the parasite-stress theory which
explains that an increase of infectious disease can cause humans to evolve selectively according to these
pressures. Evidence also shows that as disease risk gets higher, it puts a level of stress on mating selection and
increases the use of polygamy. In regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa the use of polygyny is commonly
practiced as a consequence of high sex-ratios more males born per females and passing on heterozygous
diverse genetics from different females to offspring. Another reason that polygynous communities have larger
age-gaps between spouses is that intrasexual competition for females increases as fewer females remain on the
marriage market with males having more than one wife each , therefore the competitive advantage values
younger females due to their higher reproductive value. Smaller than average age-gaps[ edit ] Comparatively
in Western societies such as the US and Europe, there is a trend of smaller age-gaps between spouses,
reaching its peak average in Southern Europe of 3. Using the same pathogen-stress model, there is a lower
prevalence of disease in these economically developed areas, and therefore a reduced stress on reproduction
for survival. Additionally, it is common to see monogamous relationships widely in more modern societies as
there are more women in the marriage market and polygamy is illegal throughout most of Europe and the
United States. As access to education increases worldwide, the age of marriage increases with it, with more of
the youth staying in education for longer. The mean age of marriage in Europe is well above 25, and averaging
at 30 in Nordic countries, however this may also be due to the increase of cohabitation in European countries.
Social structural origin theory argues that the underlying cause of sex-differentiated behaviour is the
concentration of men and women in differing roles in society. For example, a marital system based on males
being the provider and females the domestic worker, favours an age gap in the relationship. An older male is
more likely to have more resources to provide to the family. The picture often displays a stereotypical pairing
of a divorced, middle-aged, white, affluent female dating a younger male with the relationship taking the form
of a non-commitment arrangement between the partners. Sexual double standards in society, in particular, may
account for their rarity. A number of variables have been argued to influence the likelihood of women entering
into an age-hypogamous relationship, such as racial or ethnic background, level of education, income, marital
status, conservatism, age, and number of sexual partners. French President Emmanuel Macron and his wife
Brigitte. The couple married in ; at the time he was 30 years old and she 54, demonstrating a year age gap
between the pair. It has been found that married women are less likely to be partnered with a younger male
compared to non-married women [60] in comparison to more recent findings, which provides evidence to
suggest that previously married women are more likely to engage in an age-hypogamous sexual relationship
compared to women who are married or who have never been married. A recent study found that when shown
pictures of women of ages ranging from 20â€”45 with different levels of attractiveness, regardless of age,
males chose the more attractive individuals as long term partners. Relevant discussion may be found on the
talk page. Please do not remove this message until conditions to do so are met. September Learn how and
when to remove this template message The age disparity between two partners is typically met with some
disdain in industrialized nations, and various derogatory terms for participants have arisen in the vernacular. In
English-speaking countries, where financial disparity, and an implicit money-for-companionship exchange, is
perceived as central to the relationship, the elder of the two partners perceived as the richer is often called a
"sugar daddy" or "sugar mama" depending on gender. The younger of the two is similarly called the sugar
baby. In extreme cases, a person who marries into an extremely wealthy family can be labelled a gold digger ,
especially in cases where the wealthy partner is of extreme age or poor health; this term often describes
women but can be applied to either gender. In the latter case, the term trophy is broadened to include any
substantial difference in power originating from physical looks, wealth, or status. Where the primary perceived
reason for a relationship with a significant age difference is sexual, many gender-specific terms have become
popular in English-speaking cultures. A woman of middle to elderly age who pursues younger men is a cougar
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or puma, and a man in a relationship with an older woman is often called a boytoy, toyboy, himbo , or cub. In
reverse, the terms rhino, trout and manther a play on the panther term for women are generally used to label an
older man pursuing younger women, and the younger woman in such a relationship may be called a kitten or
panther. If the much-younger target of affections is not of the legal age of consent, the term jailbait may be
applied to them, with connotations cautioning against involvement. An older term for any licentious or
lascivious man is a lecher, and that term and its shortening of lech have become common to describe an
elderly man who makes passes at much younger women.
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Both the novelists have contributed a lot to bring forth the alarming issues prevailing in the society. Though
both of them belong to different countries with their unique problems yet they share some common traits and
philosophies which would be discussed in this paper and throw light on their contributions. In context of Anita
Desai a huge volume of work was done. Her father was Indian and mother was German. Obviously she saw
the sufferings and mental anxiety of her mother and experiences the traumatic situations at home. Three times
shortlisted for Booker Prize. On the other hand, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie was born in Nigeria in Also, she
won the Orange Broadband Prize for Fiction Anita Desai is regarded as the first Indian author writing in
English who addresses the feminine theme, female condition, their relationship with men and their inner
feelings, seriously focusing on the condition of women in India. She was unlike Kamala Markandaya and
Nayantara Sahgal who deal with the external social and political circumstances of their female characters. On
the contrary, Anita Desai concentrates on the exploitation; of the inner recess and psychological condition of
the oppressed heroines Narayan and Mee Chimamanda is regarded as a great artist chiefly in her art of
character portrayal. She is very sensitive and sincere which compelled her to study the women and their
reaction to the various social, political, and cultural contexts under which they are struggling in their destitute
condition. Desai through Maya voices the tragic, desolate condition of most women in India. Later it is seen
she becomes a psychopath and killed her husband and she herself committed suicide. There was no way left
out. Uma, the protagonist undergoes tortures and humiliations and was misbehaved by the parents. Her
position in the house is reduced to a servant. They live in Enugu and later moved to Nsukku. Even he has
beaten his wife during her pregnancy. Kambili, the protagonist is too scared at his presence. The passivity of
the mothers in both the novelists is well noticed. They cannot raise their hands for the protection of their
children. Anita Desai particularly writes about middle-class people but Adichie writes on both. Chimamanda
particularly deals in to depict the ethnic chaos, importance of history for a society to grow, etc, but Desai
particularly deals in depicting conditions of women in Indian society.
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College of Commerce, Patna Magadh University, Bodh Gaya Anita Desai is an existential writer who is
pre-occupied with internal conflicts and agonies of her sensitive characters in an insensitive world. The most
common themes in her novels are human relationship, particularly the man-woman relationship. Her forte is
the exploration of sensibility rather than the outer world of action. She has tried to forge a style supple and
suggestive enough to convey the fever and fretfulness of the stream of consciousness of her principal
characters. Nowadays this theme has become more important due to rapid industrialization, growing
awareness among women of their rights and individualism and the westernization of attitudes and lives of the
people. Twentieth century novelists treat this subject in a different manner from that of earlier novelists. They
portray the relationship between man and woman as it is, whereas earlier novelists concentrated on as it should
be. Indo-English writer is concerned with the problem of interaction between man and woman, between the
individuals and the social world. Therefore, the most recurrent themes in her novels are "The hazards and
complexities of man-woman relationships, the founding of individuality and the establishing of individualism
of her characters. She has secured a unique position due to her innovative thematic concern and deals in her
novels with feminine sensibility. Desai sincerely broods over the fate of modern woman more particularly in
the male dominated society and her annihilation at the altar of marriage. Her fiction is relevant to all times
because she writes about the predicament of modern man. She digs into the inner psyche and goes beyond the
skin and flesh. Literature for her is not a means of escaping reality but an exploration and an inquiry. Desai
writes mostly about the miserable plight of woman suffering under their insensitive and inconsiderable fathers
and brothers. So man-woman relationship brings characters into alienation, withdrawal, loneliness, isolation
and lack of communication. Most of her protagonists are alienated from the world, from societies, from
families, from parents and even from their own selves because of their individuality. When these characters
have to face alienation, they become rebels. Anita Desai talks of women who question the age-old traditions
and want to seek individual growth. They try to reassess the known in a new context and find a meaning in
life. Desai suggests that a balance between the conventional, pre-set role of women and the contemporary
issues has to be struck. Her female protagonists try to discover and rediscover meaningfulness in life through
the known, the established. These characters are not normal but different from others. They do not find a
proper channel of communication and thus become alienated and start brooding about their lives. All their
wanderings and reflections finally bring them into new vistas of understanding, which they had formerly
ignored and rejected. Anita Desai is an original talent and has the courage to go her own way. She explored
different aspects of feminine psyche which also includes man-woman relationships. Her two novelsâ€”Cry,
the Peacock and Voices in the City carry a burden of rich promise as well as the mark of present achievement.
As Edmund Fuller puts it, "In our age, man suffers not only from war, a conviction of isolation, randomness,
and meaninglessness in his way of existence. The novel shows her despair, anxiety, dread, anguish and her
choice in the given situation, which ultimately leads her to insanity. The novel begins with the death of her
pet-dog Toto which throws her into a frenzy of grief. Maya is much attached to the dog because of her
childlessness and it appears that the dog becomes a child substitute. She wants to provide a decent burial to the
dog but the gardener fails to do so. Later on, when her husband Gautama comes, he takes it casually and
makes arrangement for its burial. This shocks and hurts Maya. Gautama consoles her that he would bring
another dog for her. Maya is a prisoner of the past, lives almost perpetually in the shadows of world of
memories which engulf her; Gautama lives in the present and accepts reality and facts. Maya keeps on
remembering her childhood days or the treatment of her father meted out to her. She feels that no one else
loves her as her father did. She seeks other father in her husband who is much elder to Maya and is a friend of
her father. He says to Maya: You have a very obvious father-obsession which is also the reason why you
married me, a man so much older than yourself. It is complex that, unless you mature rapidly, you will not be
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able to deal with, to destroy Maya suffers in her loneliness and tries to gratify her emotional starvation with
her nostalgic reveries of childhood days. Inner demands and outer realities also create a conflicting situation.
Maya wants to escape from realities whereas Gautama desires to live in it. Maya compares herself with the
peacock who mate only after fighting. Like the peacocks she loves intensely and her love is unreciprocated.
Like Maya, peacocks are creatures of excess world and will not rest till they had danced the dance of death.
They met for an instance, there was silence, and then both disappeared into the dark quiet. All around the dark
was quite then. She probes the psychic compulsion that may affect an individual in forging long term and
significant relationships and how an individual is affected if he is unable to forge such relationships. Like
Maya, Monisha also suffers emptiness. But unlike Maya, Monisha has stilled her emotions and has trained
them to submit. Maya pushes Gautama off the roof so as to protect her world of sensuous abundance but
Monisha sets herself afire to reach the case of intense feelings. The novel deals with the incompatible marriage
of Monisha and Jiban. The theme of alienation is treated in terms of mother-children relationship which itself
is a consequence of dissonance in husband-wife relationship. She understands that her husband Jiban is unable
to understand and fulfill her emotional needs and begins to grow world-weary. She is alienated from her
mother as well as her husband. Her husband reckons her as worthless. The element of love is missing in her
life and finally she commits suicide. He used to despise his father and worship his mother. But after the death
of his father he always pities him and hates his mother because she has been unfaithful to his father by having
intimate relation with Major Chadha who lives next door to their house at Kalimpong which itself is a
consequence of dissonance in husband-wife relationship. Nirode considers his mother as she-cannibal. His
broken faith in the idol of his mother prevents him from trusting other people and from being in their contact.
In Bye-Bye Blackbird, Anita Desai presents Sarah as a woman and reveals her dilemma and split personality
which are the result of her marriage with Adit. Sarah married Adit in the hope of filling the hollowness of her
life with the exotic but romantic world of her husband. But, she is deceived in her hopes as Adit stays in
England living the unreal life of an immigrant. The theme of conjugal disharmony between husband and wife,
which Desai projects in Cry, the Peacock and Voices in the City finds a faint subdued expression in this novel.
The cause of disharmony between Sarah and Adit is not to be found in the difference of their culture; it
emanates from their different temperaments rooted in the individualities. Sarah is pregnant and has concern for
her unborn baby. She comes out of her anguish when Adit asks her to accompany him to India. The major
protagonist of the novel Sita, is a middle aged woman who finds herself alienated from her husband and
children because of her emotional reactions to many things that happen to her. Sita is introverted and
subjective as Maya. Sita is badly disturbed by the violence around her. She was a sensitive woman who
hankered for love and affection in life. She expected close communion with her husband Raman. She always
wants to escape reality. On the contrary, Raman represents the sanity, rationality, and an acceptance of the
norms and values of society. Sita is the product of a broken family. Even after marriage, she remains lonely.
Her husband is also busy. As a result, there is marital discord. Sita had four children. When pregnant for the
fifth time, she foolishly decides not to give birth to the child in a world of violence and hatred. When Raman
asked her where shall we go this summer? She reaches the island accompanied by her two children Karan and
Maneka. But she feels betrayed when she learns that Raman has come to Manori not to see her but to fetch
Maneka. In order to bridge the gap Raman speaks to her in a calm tone and informs her that he is prepared to
do some farming here. To Sita, suddenly Raman has become the nicest man in the world. The sudden harmony
between the couple seems unnatural and unconvincing. Nor are we prepared for the sudden flow and the
decision to return to Bombay and to sanity. Her final view which seems to uphold the exciting and teasing
ambiguity of life again is not well-earned. It lives, it compromises. It accepts dullness, mediocrity Fire on the
Mountain creates the problems of man-woman relationship as a basic component part of uninteresting family
life. Like Sita, Nanda Kaul lives alone in her villa. Having been rejected and discarded all her life by her
husband and children, Nanda Kaul decides to live alone in Simla hills at Carignano. Her husband is
responsible for this.
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women writers writing in English, focusing on the theme of Man-Woman relationship portrayed in contemporary Indian
fiction. Kamala Markandaya uses fiction as a vehicle for communicating her vision of life.

Share via Email Close family â€¦ travelling on a motorbike in Gujarat. Will the grandmother reveal the secret
about mad Uncle Arun? Will Preeti go through with the arranged marriage? And what are they going to cook
next and where can we get some? So, here are 10 stories about Indian families. Saghal shows how male
selfishness is trumped by the adaptability and strength of women, regardless of tragic outcomes no spoilers!
Bad Things Are Going To Happen in this study of what happens when the family is suspended between two
mutually suspicious cultures. Mrs Sen, a recent immigrant to the US, takes care of Eliot for his working and
often distracted mother. The family has thoroughly adapted to America but this return awakens their Indian
roots. The book triumphs in not judging as the family see-saws between the two cultures. They try endless
unsuccessful therapies to get Birju to respond. The Mishras struggle, fail, and then turn on each other.
Haunting Bombay by Shilpa Agarwal A deftly told ghost story woven around three generations in s Bombay.
The awkward outsider and adolescent frees the ghost from the bathroom, forcing the family to confront a
shadowy past. When the latter marries an African American, Gayatri hopes for a vengeful family response.
But husband Ramesh supports her decision, recognising â€” more than Gayatri does or ever could â€” the kind
of support Reena is going to need. Mother, hoping to get Neelu, her ageing 23! But Nimmi ignores the hint
and the "insult" alienates the sisters for two years. In the interim, Neelu does marry. Baldwin elegantly depicts
the delicate skirmishing, the bone-deep emotional wound to pride and the fractured relationship of the sisters.
An eventual "had-you-back" insult from the mother to Nimmi ends the stand-off.
6: Age disparity in sexual relationships - Wikipedia
Man-woman relationship seems to be based on equality. Ghosh depicts three shades of the relationship between the
two sexes in this novel viz. hunter-prey relationship, conjugal relationship and extramarital relationship.
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8: Top 10 books about Indian families | Books | The Guardian
Indian Fiction and Indian Fiction authors have seen some incredible boom in past few years. 10 - 15 years ago, Salman
Rushdie was the only Fiction author of Indian origin who was known to the international community.
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With the current generation of Indian writers in English, depiction of Man - woman relationship is not as advanced as in
western culture, dealing with adultery, treachery and lust in all forms. No wonder the author decided to bring in
characters so that the themes of adultery and lust can be interwoven into the novel.
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